This study presents a statistical analysis of the vertical structure of precipitation measured by NASA-Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency's (JAXA) Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) precipitation radar (PR) in the region of southern California, Arizona, and western New Mexico, where the ground-based NextGeneration Radar (NEXRAD) network finds difficulties in accurately measuring surface precipitation because of beam blockages by complex terrain. This study has applied TRMM PR version-7 products 2A23 and 2A25 from 1 January 2000 to 26 October 2011. The seasonal, spatial, intensity-related, and type-related variabilities are characterized for the PR vertical profile of reflectivity (VPR) as well as the heights of storm, freezing level, and bright band. The intensification and weakening of reflectivity at low levels in the VPR are studied through fitting physically based VPR slopes. Major findings include the following: precipitation type is the most significant factor determining the characteristics of VPRs, the shape of VPRs also influences the intensity of surface rainfall rates, the characteristics of VPRs have a seasonal dependence with strong similarities between the spring and autumn months, and the spatial variation of VPR characteristics suggests that the underlying terrain has an impact on the vertical structure. The comprehensive statistical and physical analysis strengthens the understanding of the vertical structure of precipitation and advocates for the approach of VPR correction to improve surface precipitation estimation in complex terrain.
Introduction
Modern ground-based weather radar, capable of providing atmosphere surveillance with high temporal (several minutes) and spatial (,1 km) resolution, is essential for weather-related applications for natural hazard detection and warning. The Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) network, which consists of 159 S-band (10 cm) Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radars and covers the continental United States (CONUS), is the major facility of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS) that provides information for severe weather detection-warning, quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE), quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF), and flash flood warning-forecast. Recently an advanced QPE system based on the NEXRAD, NOAA's Next Generation National Mosaic and QPE System (NMQ; http://nmq.ou.edu), has been developed by researchers at NOAA's National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) and the University of Oklahoma (OU). With advanced techniques of quality control (Lakshmanan et al. 2007 ), data mosaicking (Zhang et al. 2005) , and rainfall estimation (Vasiloff et al. 2007) , the NMQ system is capable of generating high quality of QPE in real time over the CONUS (Zhang et al. 2011) . However, NEXRAD observations have some intrinsic limitations (Maddox et al. 2002) , which consequently degrade the quality of QPE products. In mountainous regions, radar beams can be blocked (or partially blocked) by the surrounding terrain. In such a case measurements are available only from higher elevation angles that scan higher levels of the atmosphere. The ascending and broadening of the beam can also lead to partial or complete overshooting of the cloud top at far range. In these situations, use of high-level measurements can result in considerable bias when they are used to estimate surface precipitation. Corrections should be made for more accurate precipitation estimation.
The vertical profile of reflectivity (VPR), which reveals the vertical structure of a storm, links the surface precipitation to the radar observation at higher levels. As a result, a great deal of research has been conducted on the utilization of VPR information for improving surface rainfall estimation (Kitchen et al. 1994; Fabry and Zawadzki 1995; Vignal et al. 2000; Germann and Joss 2002; Bellon et al. 2005; Zhang and Qi 2010) . In mountainous regions (e.g., the analysis region of this study) where radar measurements near the surface are less ubiquitous, knowledge of the VPR is particularly useful for accurately estimating surface rainfall (Germann and Joss 2002; Kirstetter et al. 2010) . High-resolution and representative VPRs are not readily obtained from ground-based radar (e.g., NEXRAD) observations due to blockages and high spatial variability of vertical precipitation structure. It has been realized that spaceborne radars can be utilized to improve ground-based radar observations, for example, compensating the range degradation of ground-based radar (Gabella et al. 2011) . Although their measurements near the surface are affected by ground clutter as well, spaceborne radars have great advantages in measuring the vertical structure of storms because their measurements are much less impacted by intervening mountain blockages and beam broadening effects in the vertical direction (Kummerow et al. 2000) . Their vertical resolution is usually higher than that of ground-based radar (e.g., NEXRAD), especially at far ranges (e.g., .100 km). Spaceborne radar thus offers major advantages as a tool to investigate storm's VPR characteristics, ultimately leading to improved precipitation estimates in mountainous regions.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the vertical structure of precipitation in the region of southern California, Arizona, and western New Mexico, where groundbased NEXRAD radars find difficulties in accurately measuring surface precipitation because of the complex terrain (as shown in Figs. 1a, b) . To achieve the goal, spaceborne radar observations from Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), the world's foremost satellite specifically designed for precipitation measurement and managed jointly by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), are used for the analysis. The TRMM satellite carries the first spaceborne weather radar, called precipitation radar (PR), which operates at Ku band with a frequency of 13.8 GHz (Kozu et al. 2001; Kummerow et al. 2000) . PR scans across a 215-km-wide footprint, with vertical and horizontal resolutions of 250 m and 4.3 km, respectively, at nadir. Considering that precipitating systems typically extend several kilometers in the vertical direction, PR's vertical resolution of 250 m ensures fine observation suitable for studying the vertical structures of storms. Many previous works have investigated the vertical structure of storms using observations from TRMM PR. Particularly, those studies using long-term statistics of PR data have focused on the spatial and/or temporal variation of vertical profile of rainfall and/or radar reflectivity for a given analysis region (e.g., Shin. et al. 2000; Hirose and Nakamura 2002, 2004; Geerts and Dejene 2005; Williams et al. 2007) . However, few efforts have been put into the study of a mountainous region and the attempt of using PR-derived VPR to enhance the ground radar QPE. In this study, a statistical analysis of PR observations reveals the seasonal, spatial, intensityand type-related variations of VPR characteristics in the analysis region, which will be very valuable information for improving ground radar QPE in mountainous regions. The current study focuses on the understanding of the vertical structure of storms and the climatological characteristics of the VPR, and future studies will focus on the application of the VPR characteristics for correcting radar QPEs in real time. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The TRMM datasets used for the analysis are described in section 2. Section 3 presents detailed statistics of TRMM data and the VPR analysis. Considerations for VPR correction are discussed in section 4. The last section provides the conclusions, summarizing remarks, and future directions.
Dataset
For the past 10 years, much effort from scientists in the United States, Japan, and other countries has been put into generating state-of-the-art radar-precipitation products with TRMM PR (e.g., Meneghini et al. 2000 Meneghini et al. , 2004 Iguchi et al. 2000 Iguchi et al. , 2009 Schumacher and Houze 2003; Takahashi and Iguchi 2004; Seto and Iguchi 2007; Awaka et al. 2009 ). There are three levels of radar algorithms for TRMM PR products. Level 1 algorithms calculate basic radar parameters such as return power and radar reflectivity Z. These algorithms also deal with data quality control and calibration. Level 2 algorithms generate the products associated with the radar signal processing and the physical processes of storms. Level 3 algorithms perform the space-time averaging and statistics of level 1 and level 2 products. The datasets used for the current study were generated by two level 2 algorithms: PR qualitative algorithm (2A23) and PR profile algorithm (2A25). 2A23 data include products for brightband detection and quantification, and precipitation type classification (Awaka et al. 2007 . 2A25 data provide range profiles of attenuation-corrected radar reflectivity and corresponding rainfall estimation (Meneghini et al. , 2004 Iguchi et al. 2000 Iguchi et al. , 2009 .
The TRMM science team has released several versions of data-processing algorithms since the launch of TRMM satellite in 1997. The latest version of TRMM algorithms, version 7 (TRMM V7), was released in September 2011 (TRMM Precipitation Radar Team 2011) . Compared to the version 6 released in 2004, TRMM V7 have introduced improvements (e.g., Seto and Iguchi 2007; Awaka et al. 2009; Iguchi et al. 2009 ). For example, the 2A23 algorithm now better detects the bright band and shallow storms. It has also increased the rain type subcategories and refines the classification. The 2A25 algorithm produces enhanced radar reflectivity profiles by improving pathintegrated attenuation (PIA) estimation and refining the attenuation correction method. Rain estimation is now improved with the introduction of a new drop size distribution (DSD) model. Nonuniform beam filling (NUBF) correction was also reintroduced in V7.
The current study examines TRMM PR V7 data for time span of more than 11 years, from 1 January 2000 to 26 October 2011. According to the surface rain gauge measurements, the total number of rainy days in the analysis region is 1751. However, because of the mismatch of time and space between the PR scan and the evolution of storms, PR observed 879 events, where an event is defined by the summation of PR's rainfall rate product in the analysis region greater than 10 mm h
21
. The total number of passes over the analysis domain during rainy events is 3123, or 3.6 passes on average for each event. Additional details about the data availability are provided in Table 1 . The monthly analysis indicates there are many fewer precipitation events occurring in May and June than in July and August, which is attributed to the onset of the North American monsoon. The average number of precipitating days in the Intermountain West and the adjacent coastal region is less than 6 days in June and about 21 days in August. Figure 2 illustrates the spatial pattern of satellite overpasses and precipitation, which is further analyzed in the rest of the paper. PR scans are concentrated on the latitude band from 348 to 358N, for which the maximum number of overpasses is approximately 1500. There is no observation beyond 36.38N. PR observed the region from 318 to 328N with approximately 500 overpasses. Figure 2b shows the total accumulated precipitation calculated from the datasets, which generally agrees with the PRISM precipitation climatology shown in Fig. 1c except for a dearth of precipitation in southern California (about 368N, 118.58W) according to TRMM PR. The maximum precipitation is observed across central Arizona, where the elevation is generally greater than 1000 m and rises very quickly from southwest to northeast (Fig. 1b) . The region where the altitude is below 500 m generally has less precipitation. For example, in the low deserts of California and southwest Arizona, the observed total precipitation is mostly less than 600 mm and much less than in higher-altitude regions that were scanned by PR with at a similar frequency (i.e., have similar number of PR overpasses according to Fig. 2a ). Rain events  148  161  166  117  85  65  198  247  167  149  100  148  1751  Observed events  71  74  68  47  42  38  125  143  87  74  43  67  879  PR passes with rain  216  271  224  137  107  125  531  609  329  248  130  196 3123
Based on algorithms proposed by Awaka et al. (2007 Awaka et al. ( , 2009 and Steiner et al. (1995) , V7 of 2A25 applies more than 30 subcategories for the classification of rain types. Those subcategories can be summarized with several major types: ''stratiform,'' ''stratiform maybe,'' ''convective,'' ''convective maybe,'' and ''others.'' The stratiform type will be identified when the bright band (BB) is clearly detected and the VPR reveals apparent features of stratiform precipitation. When the BB does not exist and the VPR reveals convective characteristics, the precipitation will be classified with the convective type. When the BB is not clearly detected the precipitation will be assigned as either convective maybe or stratiform maybe, with the latter distinction being tied to the precipitation structure. Hereafter, we have combined the convective maybe type into the convective type for the data analysis.
Climatological VPRs for stratiform, convective, and stratiform maybe are presented in Fig. 3 . The occurrence frequency is calculated using 0.1-dB and 250-m intervals for reflectivity and altitude, respectively. The calculation of percentile curves has considered the valid data points only. That is to say, given a 250-m bin, only VPRs with valid reflectivity (excluding no/bad values) have been used for the percentile calculation. The total number of VPRs for stratiform, convective, and stratiform maybe are 332 165, 314 482, and 1 094 950, respectively. The larger number of stratiform maybe types implies that most stratiform precipitation structures in the region do not have a strong BB signature. The maximum reflectivity of stratiform maybe VPRs is typically less than 30 dBZ, which means the precipitation is quite weak and the BB is less likely to be detected by PR. This inference is supported by the percentile curves in Fig. 3a , which show the BB feature becomes more prominent and detectable for VPRs with increasing percentile. It is also noted that the intensity of the BB is less than 34 dBZ for about 90% of the stratiform VPRs while about 40% of the convective VPRs have a maximum reflectivity more FIG. 2. Statistics of TRMM PR dataset used for analysis: (a) the total pass number of PR scans with precipitation observed over the analysis region; (b) the total precipitation measured by the PR. The calculation has assumed 1-h accumulation with the rainfall rate measured by PR and is the summation of all the 1-h precipitation. The spatial resolution is 0.18 3 0.18.
than 34 dBZ. Caution should be exercised when interpreting the slopes of the percentile curves in regions with low data densities. For example, percentile calculations at low altitudes (e.g., ,2000 m) may not be reliable. Ground clutter and signal attenuation could affect the validity of measurements close to the surface. Most of the profiles shown in Fig. 3 do not have valid attenuation-corrected reflectivity below a height of 2 km, presumably because of terrain effects. Detailed analyses of VPR data are provided in the next section.
Analysis results

a. Vertical profile of radar reflectivity
Beyond revealing the vertical structure of storms, the VPR also reveals microphysical processes. For example, stratiform precipitation often has a distinct radar BB feature around the freezing level (08C level), which can be discerned from their VPRs. The BB can be a good indicator of the level at which hydrometeors change phase. Above the BB, the phase of hydrometeors is likely dry ice or snow while it is predominantly liquid below the BB. Within the BB layer itself, there exists mixed-phase hydrometeors including melting ice-snow and raindrops. The information provided by VPR analysis facilitates the investigation of microphysical processes and the quantitative retrieval of liquid water content of precipitation.
Seasonal VPR variations are revealed in Figs. 4-6. PR data collected in spring (March, April, May), summer (June, July, August), autumn (September, October, November), and winter (December, January, February) have been processed and composited separately. Considering that surface rainfall of different intensities may be related to different VPR features, the PR data have also been sorted into 24 categories with surface rainfall rate varying from 0.4 to 80 mm h 21 . The mean VPR is created with VPRs having the surface rainfall rate with a 20% variation. For example, VPRs with rainfall rates 8-12 mm h 21 are sorted and averaged to obtain representative VPR of 10 mm h
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. To reduce the dominant effect of high reflectivity values, the calculation of mean VPR is in the logarithm domain (dBZ). The dashed line on the right side of each figure panel gives the mean standard deviation of calculation of each representative mean VPR. Most standard deviation values are 2-3 dB, showing good similarity of Z values for VPRs with similar surface rainfall rates. Several mean VPRs might be missing for high rainfall rates (e.g., VPRs for 30, 40, and 80 mm h 21 are missing for summer stratiform precipitation) because of the lack of sufficient observations. Recalling the distribution of data points shown in Fig. 3 , it is obvious that most of VPRs are associated with moderate or light precipitation (e.g., more than 90% of VPRs have surface rainfall rate less than 5 mm h 21 ).
Among the four seasons, summer results show the most evident BB features, even for VPRs with light precipitation. As shown in Fig. 4b , the reflectivity difference from the BB peak to the raining region below tends to increase for weaker precipitation, consistent with the study of Fabry and Zawadzki (1995) . This difference is about 2 dB for moderate rain (2.5-10 mm h 21 ) but reaches 4 dB for very light rain (,0.5 mm h 21 ). The BB features are not as obvious in the mean VPRs of the other three seasons. This result suggests that the height of the BB has more variation during these three seasons, and the BB feature has been smoothed in the mean VPR curves. The mean height of the BB during summer is approximately 2 km higher than during the other three FIG. 3 . Vertical profile (in meters above mean sea level) of occurrence frequency of radar reflectivity for whole PR dataset: (a) stratiform, (b) convective, and (c) stratiform maybe precipitation. Nine solid lines indicate the 10-90 percentiles with an interval of 10%. The thick solid line represents the 50-percentile curve. For the calculation of occurrence frequency, the intervals of Z and altitude are set to be 0.1 dB and 250 m, respectively.
seasons. Within 2-3 km above the BB, VPRs during all four seasons reveal a quick decrease of reflectivity with increasing height, indicating that stratiform precipitation has a fast rate of ice-snow aggregation. The change of reflectivity is normally 3-7 dB km 21 and increases in VPRs with heavier precipitation. From a height of 2-3 km above the BB to storm top, the stratiform VPRs generally have weak reflectivity (,20 dBZ), a small change with height, and thus slow aggregation rates having little contribution to surface rainfall. Figure 5 shows the characteristics of VPRs for convective precipitation. Much different from stratiform VPRs, convective VPRs have higher storm tops, a deeper range of intensification, and larger reflectivity values for the same rainfall rate measured on the surface. The distinct feature of convective VPRs is their monotonic increase of reflectivity from the storm top to the surface with a few exceptions in very weak convection. Their increasing rates are not as large as in the fast ice-snow aggregation region of stratiform VPRs.
According to the mean standard deviation curves (dashed lines in right side of figures), VPRs with similar surface rain intensities have a small variation below freezing level and larger variation (6 dB) above the freezing level. This result indicates that convective rain with similar intensity tends to have a similar DSD at low levels (e.g., ,2 km) but have larger variations in DSD or particle size distribution (PSD) at high levels (e.g., .4 km), which can be attributed to the difference in the intensity and the depth of convection. The depth of convective echoes in winter is apparently smaller than with the other three seasons. The standard deviation values above the freezing level are a little smaller for winter (;4.5 dB) than for the other seasons (;6 dB). Generally, spring and autumn VPRs have very similar vertical features, except the freezing level is a little higher in autumn. At the height close to the freezing level, there is no notable difference between seasons for mean VPRs with the same surface rainfall rate. From the freezing level to the surface, convective VPRs generally increase in reflectivity though the increase rate is ). On the other hand, some of the stratiform VPRs (e.g., Fig. 4a ) show a trend of decreasing reflectivity below the BB, implying that evaporation plays a larger role in reducing surface rainfall rates. Figure 6 shows the characteristics of VPRs classified as stratiform maybe precipitation. As shown in Fig. 3 , this type of precipitation accounts for a majority of PR observations. Figure 6 reveals VPR shapes that are generally similar to those in Fig. 4 , except the BB feature is not as notable. Also, some VPRs show features more common to convection such as the monotonic increase of reflectivity from storm top to surface. It is worth noting that the majority of this type of precipitation has a maximum reflectivity of less than 30 dBZ (Fig. 3) and that their surface rainfall rates are less than 2.5 mm h 21 .
Therefore, the VPR characteristics in Fig. 6 are mainly for weak stratiform echoes, and it is reasonable that the BB feature is not as apparent.
b. Height of storm
It is speculated that storms with higher tops produce more precipitation at the surface given the same precipitation type (Fu et al. 2006) . The height of storm is mainly associated with the intensity of updrafts. It might also be affected by the terrain. TRMM 2A23 algorithm includes one product indicating the height of storm top above mean sea level. Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the median height of storm top from TRMM data in the analysis region. The height of storm, as well as other height values used in this study, is evaluated with respect to mean sea level. The height of storm shows the obvious trend of increasing over the higher terrain, especially in spring and winter months. The terrain effect causes a 1-1.5-km difference between the southwest and northeast regions. The terrain effect being less evident in summer and autumn months suggests that the higher the storm top, the less effect from the underlying terrain. Low storm heights (about 3 km) are observed in the southwestern region in winter and spring. Storm top heights in summer are generally 2-4 km higher than the ones in the other seasons. Storms in autumn have higher top heights than in spring. The height of storm has some statistical correlation with surface rainfall rate and maximum reflectivity in the vertical profile (not shown). The degree of correlation depends on the precipitation type and the cold-warm season. 
c. Heights of bright band
The presence of a melting layer is one of the major factors that increase the uncertainty of rainfall estimation from ground-based radar measurements. Knowledge of BB heights (e.g., heights of freezing level, BB peak and bottom) would help interpreting how much the ground radar beam intercepts or overshoots a melting layer for a given elevation angle at a specific range. Figure 8 shows the seasonal and spatial distribution of the height of peak reflectivity in the melting layer (hereinafter we regard the height of BB peak as a representative height of BB). In general, the height of BB is associated with the ambient temperature, and the 08C level (not shown) can roughly determine the height of BB. As for the height of BB above the mean sea level shown in Figs. 8a-d, summer has the highest BB that is about 4.5 km for most of the region. The season with the second highest BB is autumn, and the BB in autumn apparently shows more spatial variations of height than in summer. The height of BB is normally low during the cool season (winter) because of the low height of 08C. It is noted that in most areas of southern California and southwest Arizona the BB is even lower in spring than in winter. This might be attributed to the cold air that comes from the Pacific Ocean in spring more than in winter. The terrain effect is clearly shown in Figs terrain from the low deserts in southwest Arizona to the higher mountains to the northeast is of the same order as the height of the BB. In summer, because the melting layer is normally several kilometers above the surface, the terrain effect decreases with increasing the height of BB. These results support the presumption that vertical drafts caused by orographic effects and surface heating by the underlying terrain apparently alter the vertical structure of storms.
Figures 8e-h show the height of BB above the surface, that is, terrain altitude is subtracted from the heights shown in Figs. 8a-d . The BB tends to be closer to the surface with increasing terrain altitude from southwest to northeast in the analysis region. This trend is more apparent in the summer. The BB is 4-4.5 km above the surface in the costal area and southwest Arizona. The height of BB decreases below 2 km in western New Mexico, where the altitude is about 2.5 km. This trend in spring is not as apparent as in the other three seasons. The height of BB above the surface in most of the region in spring varies within a small range (of 1000 m), and the BB height difference is small between high and low terrains. It is also worth noting that the height of BB in spring and winter is generally low (,2 km above the surface). In some areas (e.g., eastern Arizona and west New Mexico) in winter, the BB is even lower than 1000 m. The BB being close to the surface leads to a short depth of the raining region in the VPR, and ground radars' measurement of rainfall is more susceptible to BB contamination or ground clutter.
d. Low-level VPR slope
The VPR from the freezing level to the surface is of most interest to rainfall estimation using ground radar. Knowledge of the rate of increase or decrease of reflectivity at low levels would be helpful to improve surface rainfall estimates. Generally speaking, if only the precipitation physics are involved (without the contribution from sampling issues), the intensification of reflectivity below the freezing level is likely attributed to accretion or collision of raindrops, and weakening is due to evaporation or the breakup of raindrops. As shown by the conceptual diagram of a stratiform VPR in Fig. 9 , a linear slope model is utilized to quantify the increase or decrease of the VPR from the BB bottom to the surface (raining region). A linear regression is used to calculate the VPR slope using PR data. A positive slope means there is a reduction in reflectivity going down. The uncertainty of fitting may increase if data points are few for the fitting. As Figs. 8e,h show, in spring and winter the BB is quite close to the surface. Available data points for the raining region of VPR are usually not sufficient (e.g., less than 4), resulting in a relatively large fitting error and therefore inconclusive statistics. Consequently, the discussion of VPR slope in the raining region in spring and winter is not included in this paper.
Figure 10 presents summer and autumn maps of VPR slope over the analysis domain for stratiform, stratiform maybe, and convective precipitation, respectively. It is apparent that stratiform and stratiform maybe precipitation generally has positive slope values. This result supports the presumption that raindrop sizes are reduced, most likely through evaporation, in the raining region below the bottom of BB. There are many factors that could contribute to a faster evaporation, for example, more (or less) small (or large) raindrops, relatively drier ambient conditions, and higher ambient temperature. The impact of evaporation on the radar observation at low levels has been investigated by Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2010) . Their results have demonstrated that the potential reduction (several decibels) of VPRs in the raining region could be related to the evaporation. VPR slopes in summer and autumn (Figs.  10a,b) generally have a small value (,2 dB km 21 ) except some areas, for example, the southeast California in autumn where the VPR slope is mainly 2-4 dB km 21 (Fig. 10a) . On the other hand, convective precipitation is quite distinct from stratiform precipitation in that the slope values are generally negative (Fig. 10c) . This indicates that reflectivity intensification, instead of reduction, prevails at low levels of convective VPRs. The intensification of reflectivity may be attributed to the change in rain microphysics. Convection generally has stronger updrafts, which enhance collision or coalescence FIG. 9 . A conceptual diagram of stratiform VPR. The thick dashed line, which means a positive VPR slope, indicates the decrease of reflectivity from BB bottom to surface. The solid line from BB bottom to surface means a negative VPR slope. of raindrops at low levels. Compared to stratiform precipitation, the moister environment in convection also reduces the evaporation rate and enables more growth of raindrops. Therefore, the VPR slope tends to be negative in convective precipitation though the slope value is normally small (within 22 dB km
21
). An exception is clearly seen in southwest Arizona in summer (Fig. 10c) , where VPR rain slopes are positive. Very low relative humidity values in the boundary layer in this dry, desert region likely enhance evaporation rates and result in the weakly positive subcloud slopes. In spite of this exception, the terrain effect on the VPR slope seems weak according to Fig. 10 . Figure 11 investigates the terrain effects on the change of mean slope of VPRs in summer and autumn. For stratiform (or stratiform maybe) precipitation, the effect of terrain appears negligible except for a slight increase in positive slopes for very light rainfall rates (e.g., ,2.5 mm h 21 ) in higher terrain. The terrain effect is more evident for convective precipitation. There is generally less weakening or greater intensification of reflectivity for rain region in higher terrain, especially for rainfall rates of greater than 4 mm h
. This result supports the prior inference about stronger updrafts enhancing low-level growth because of turbulence and collision-coalescence. In higher terrain, surface heating may have a more direct impact on updraft strength because of closer proximity of the surface to cloud base.
The study of Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2010) implies that the evolution of DSD, which results in different rain intensities, may also impact the reduction/intensification of VPR in the raining region. Figure 11 quantifies the change of the VPR rain slopes for VPRs with different surface rainfall rates. Very light rainfall rates (,2.5 mm h 21 ) from stratiform clouds are associated with higher slope values than with moderate or heavy rain. Apparently, there are relatively drier ambient conditions with the lightest stratiform rainfall, which enables significant evaporation rates in the boundary layer. The rain slope with stratiform precipitation generally decreases with higher surface rainfall rates, but the VPR slopes remain positive. This trend can be attributed to increasingly moist environments associated with higher rainfall rates that tend to decrease the impact of evaporation. While stratiform precipitation is nominally associated with reductions of various magnitudes in reflectivity as rain droplets fall, convective storms are evaporation dominated for rainfall rates of less than 5 mm h 21 , but switch to growth dominated for rainfall rates of more than 18 mm h with increasing rainfall rates supports the notion that higher rainfall rates are associated with stronger updrafts, enhanced low-level growth by collision-coalescence, and weaker evaporation rates due to moister environments.
Discussion
The statistical quantification of VPR characteristics given in section 3 improves our understanding of the vertical structures of storms in the analysis region and provides for inferences of dominant microphysical processes. Rainfall estimation using NEXRAD radars in the Intermountain West is quite challenging because of beam blockages and limited visibility at low levels. This space-based VPR analysis provides unique insights for VPR correction methods. If a spatially and temporally representative VPR is known for the different precipitation types, then surface rainfall can be much better estimated with ground radar observations, even for situations where the beam intercepts or overshoots the melting layer. Figure 12 provides representative mean VPRs for stratiform precipitation that have been normalized by reflectivity at a reference height. The horizontal axis represents the ratio of reflectivity (dBZ) to the reference value observed 1 km below the height of the BB peak. Light precipitation has a larger VPR ratio within the melting layer and in the ice region above. This result suggests weaker stratiform precipitation is associated with lower aggregation rates of ice-snow particles above the freezing level and its relatively stronger BB signal may cause further contamination when estimating surface rainfall rates. In addition, the smaller ratios FIG. 11 . The effect of terrain's altitude on the low-level VPR slope with different rainfall rates for (a) stratiform, (b) stratiform maybe, and (c) convective precipitation for (left) summer and (right) autumn. The 24 classes of rainfall rate denote 0. 4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 12.0, 15.0, 20.0, 25.0, 30.0, 40.0, 60.0, and 80 .0 mm h 21 , respectively. VPRs used for calculation of each class have the near-surface rainfall rate variation of 610%. Solid lines represent the median value of the VPR slope.
noted below the reference height with light stratiform precipitation indicates that evaporation rates are more influential on the rain slope, as previously discussed. For stratiform precipitation with rainfall rates of greater than 7 mm h 21 , VPR ratios in the ice-snow aggregation region and melting layer are very similar, suggesting that the VPR structures for heavy stratiform rain tend to be less variable and are thus more predictable. Seasonal variations of stratiform VPRs for a given rainfall rate class are also slight and largely negligible. These results are encouraging for VPR correction methodologies for ground-based radars in that the local VPR, when normalized and segregated to the reference value below the BB, appear to be consistent from season-to-season for stratiform precipitation. When the PR-derived VPRs in Fig. 12 are used for the ground radar reflectivity correction, a vertical smoothing needs to be considered to account for the change of radar sampling volume at different radar ranges. It is also worth noting that polarimetric radar has good potential to identify the vertical structure of storms as well as the bright band (Matrosov et al. 2007 ). The VPR correction can be further improved for dual-polarization upgraded NEXRAD because polarimetric ground radar can provide more information of local VPR, which helps reduce the uncertainty of PR-derived climatological VPR.
All the VPR characteristics in prior analyses are derived from Ku-band TRMM PR observations. The TRMM PR observation can be degraded by precipitation attenuation, which can be quite severe for Kuband radar. The attenuation, if not well corrected, might affect the previous analysis results. In this study, we have ignored this issue and rely on the attenuation-corrected radar reflectivity and corresponding rainfall estimation, which have been provided by TRMM science team. Thus, results and conclusions from our study are conditioned on the validity of those products. In addition, the Ku-band VPR shape cannot be used directly for S-band NEXRAD observations. The conversion of reflectivity from Ku band to S band is another issue that needs to be taken into consideration when using the PR-based climatological VPR analyses presented herein to correct NMQ-Q2-based precipitation estimates. This conversion requires knowledge of the scattering properties of hydrometeors for the two different radar frequencies. It also requires appropriate assumptions of microphysical processes during the transition from ice to liquid phase. Nonetheless, the PR-based climatology should provide guidance on the proper VPR correction approaches needed to improve surface precipitation estimates using ground radar observations in complex terrain. A detailed discussion of the mechanics of using the climatological VPR information into a correction approach is beyond the scope of this study. However, we supply some general directions on how the climatological VPR information can be used to augment ground radar-based rainfall estimates. The VPR shapes (normalized reflectivity) shown in Fig. 12 are representative Ku-band VPR shapes for different rainfall intensities. Those Ku-band shapes will be converted to similar shapes, but for S band using either a physics-based model (Kirstetter et al. 2010) or empirical methods (to be studied). Given a specific location, the climatological VPRs will be adjusted by considering the effects of ground radar sampling geometry such as beam broadening. Then, the adjusted VPR shapes will be combined with the ground radar reflectivity (normally observed at high levels in mountainous regions) to estimate the reflectivity in the rain region (at low levels). It is noted that the application of the climatological VPR needs to consider which VPR shape (for a specific rainfall rate) should be utilized. This step will require VPR matching using reflectivity observations aloft, and may even consider ensemble approaches. Ultimately, the ground radar reflectivity observed at a height above-within the bright band can be related to the surface reflectivity and used to estimate the surface rainfall rates, even when radar observations near the surface are blocked by the mountains.
Conclusions
This study investigates the statistical seasonal and spatial characteristics of the vertical structure of precipitation in the region of southern California, Arizona, and western New Mexico through the use of 111 years of TRMM PR observations. The findings are briefly summarized as follows.
1) The most significant factor defining the characteristics of VPRs is precipitation type. Stratiform and convective storms, which are controlled by different microphysical and thermodynamical processes, have distinct VPR shapes in the transitions from the ice to the raining region. More than 90% of stratiform echoes in the analysis domain had column-maximum reflectivity of less than 34 dBZ whereas more than 40% of convective storms had column-maximum reflectivity of greater than 34 dBZ. 2) The intensity of surface rainfall rates was found to strongly influence the shape of VPRs. Profiles associated with moderate and heavy surface rainfall rates in stratiform precipitation had much greater reductions in reflectivity above the melting layer than with lighter rainfall rates. This steep slope indicates the ice/snow aggregation rates are apparently much greater in stratiform precipitation with moderate and heavy surface rainfall rates.
3) The characteristics of VPRs had a seasonal dependence with strong similarities between the spring and autumn months. In general, storm-top and brightband heights increased during the summer months. 4) The spatial variation of VPR characteristics suggests that the underlying terrain has an impact on the vertical structure. Storm-top heights were found to vary with the underlying terrain elevations, and convective echoes had less weakening or greater intensification of reflectivity for raining regions in higher terrain, especially for rainfall rates of more than 4 mm h
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. The height of the brightband peak was also found to vary with the terrain. Apparently, the heating of the surface and orographically induced updrafts impact the VPR shapes. 5) The slope of the VPR below the bright band in the raining region was positive with stratiform precipitation suggesting reflectivity decreased downward because of evaporation. Slopes became more negative with convective echoes and with increasing surface rainfall rates. Apparently, the strength of updrafts influences collision-coalescence rates and overwhelms evaporative effects on the low-level VPR slope. Boundary layer relative humidity is another factor influencing evaporation rates and VPR slopes in the raining regions. 6) Statistical analysis of VPR characteristics in the analysis region suggests that a representative VPR model for a given precipitation type can be built based on the integration of normalized VPR shape. The shape of the VPR was found to be sensitive to rain intensity and the height of the bright band, the latter of which varies seasonally and spatially with an underlying terrain influence. This representative VPR can be used to correct surface precipitation estimates in regions where ground-based NEXRAD radar has limited visibility at low levels in complex terrain.
A logical extension of this work is the development of a VPR correction method to NEXRAD-based observations to be implemented and tested in the study region. There are still many issues that must be addressed, such as VPR modeling using ground and spaceborne measurements combined, estimating the spatiotemporal representativeness and resultant uncertainty in surface precipitation estimates, and the conversion from Ku-band to S-band reflectivity with different hydrometeor types. These issues will be addressed and reported on in future studies.
